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On February 7th, 2017, Grenada celebrates 43 years as an
Independent nation.
Our development over the years has been remarkable,
bolstered by the efforts of our hard working citizens as well as
the support offriendly countries obtained through our active
membership inregional and international organizations.
As a small independent developing nation, we must remain cognisant of the globalized
environment in which we live. More than ever before, our world has become a global village and
we are increasingly connected and dependent on each other.
With this in mind, we must endeavour to collaborate further with our regional neighbours and our
international friends. We must also continue to protect and develop the resources with which we
are endowed and maximize their potential.
We are a gifted and resilient people. We are blessed with rich fertile soil, pleasant climate, and a
beautiful environment. We need to consolidate all these attributes effectively in order to continue
developing and building our nation.
Investment in education is the driving force for our continued development.Over the years we
have seen the extensive refurbishment and expansion of pre-primary, primary and secondary
school facilities and an increase in the opportunities at both the tertiary and vocational education
levels.
The significant development of St. George’s University (SGU) and the many educational
opportunities it offers to our people, as well as itsoverall contribution to our economy, must be
applauded.
The skills training afforded to our young people at NEW Life Organization (NEWLO) continues to
be enhanced and expanded. Congratulations to the team at NEWLO for this critical area of
vocational training.

Indeed, the TA Marryshow Community College and the UWI Open Campus are both creating a
positive impact on the development of our people. Paying attention to education is focusing on
the development of our country’s greatest resource - its people.
Tourism has also developed over the years with increasing visitor arrivals, new hotels being built,
and the number of attraction sites increasing. Grenada is fast becoming a world class tourism
destination.
Equally as important, the development of our agriculture sector must go hand in hand with tourism,
as the economic benefits derived through the forward and backward linkages between these
twocritical sectors are well established.
Therefore, we must vigorously pursue and maximise value added opportunities and projects in
the areas of agro-processing and agri-business throughout our island state,in order to create more
jobs and continue to reduce our rate of unemployment, particularly among our youth.
I offer heartiest congratulations to all investors, both foreign and domestic,who have seen our
potential over these many decades and have seized the opportunity to invest in our country.
Special congratulations Mrs. Shadel Nyack Crompton, the 2017 winner of the ANSA McAL Award
for Entrepreneurship. The Belmont Estate Plantation, nestled in the lush hills of the parish of
Saint Patrick, is a prime example of the vital linkage between agriculture and tourism and the
positive impact thatthis dovetailing of sectors can have on our economic development. Also
deserving of commendation is Dr.
Valma Jessamy, who developed Jessamine Eden, a beautiful botanical garden that showcases
our rich flora and fauna and also serves as an apiary producing world class honey. For the second
consecutive year, Dr. Jessamy has received the prestigious international award at the 85th UK
International Honey Show. Congratulations to Dr. Valma Jessamy for receiving Gold and Silver
Awards. Grenada’s female entrepreneurs are continuing to excel in the areas of agriculture, agroprocessing and agri-business and, in so doing, are making Grenadians proud while contributing
to our nation’s development and prestige.
I am heartened that plans are already underway to further revitalize the agricultural sector through
Climate Smart Agriculture.I am aware that Grenada is pioneering anew fisheries insurance for
climate resilience and has been hailed by the World Bank as the Caribbean’s leading country on
the Blue Economy which is valued at $409 Billion for the Caribbean Region.
Since Hurricane Ivan, Grenada has become a leading international advocate on climate change,
having helped to launch the Caribbean Catastrophic Risk Insurance Fund. Grenada has led the
Alliance of Small Island States in the climate negotiations, and assisted with raising Thirty Million
Dollars for renewable energy for island states under the SIDS Dock Program.
Despite the many challenges we face as a developing nation, we continue to make measured but
progressive strides in the essential areas of housing and health. We have seen the construction
of affordable housing for many of ourcitizens, with over 300 affordablehouses distributed to
families, and the construction of 600 new houses is to be undertaken in Carriacou, Saint Mark,

and Saint Patrick in the coming months. We must specially commend the continuing assistance
provided by the Government of the People’s Republic of China in this regard.
I am delighted to see that Phase II of the General Hospital construction is now underway.The
upgrading of the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) at the General Hospital with ventilators, patient
monitors and infusion pump installed for life saving patient care; the refurbishment of the
Gynaecological and Paediatric wards at the General Hospital; and, the commissioning of an XRay Unit at the Princess Alice Hospital are all valuable improvements in the dispensation of health
care to our citizenry. The health of our nation is the wealth of our nation.
Conclusion
Fellow Grenadians, at home and abroad, let us continue on this path of progressive development.
We must work together as upright, honest, patriotic citizens, dedicated to the important task of
improving the lives of our fellow citizens, and advancing the development of our country.
Let us commit to propel our small island developing state to be an outstanding example of
progress and excellence,not only in the Caribbean region, but throughout the world.
May God Bless Grenada.

